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Attackers recently targeted Microsoft Hotmail users and were able to compromise in excess of 30,000
accounts. Gmail and Yahoo webmail users also had their account-credentials appropriated, but not
nearly at the volume of Hotmail. If you have accounts on any of these e-mail systems, take the time to
change your password immediately.
Complexity requirement is most often the major problem with passwords and although it is a real threat,
that topic deserves its own (future) essay. The critical issue of the day is a rapidly-growing trend that
attackers may gain access to your personal (including financial) information if you use the same
password between multiple accounts. If you share passwords between accounts, then a compromise of
one could provide an attacker with the keys to your entire online life. For example, the bad guys first
knock over a less-secure site and harvest the user accounts (e.g. passwords). Then they reference the
stolen accounts to see if they exist on other entities such as retail or banking sites. Although this
reconnaissance sounds time-intensive, there are many resources which automate this task and allow
anyone to check the existence of a username across hundreds of sites within a few seconds.
A few months ago, a large number of well-known security professionals were hit with this same attack.
Many of them had accounts on the frequented Hak5 website used for collaboration. When Hak5 got ...
hacked ... the bad guys were able to collect the user-data. They then successfully used the stolen
credentials on the personal servers and e-mail accounts of the victims. Many well-known security
professionals had accounts on Hak5 and therefore the attackers now had their information in the palm of
their hands. This was a black eye to many of the elite in the security community, but the moral of the
story is that even the pros don't always do it right.
It is best practice to use a unique password for each account. However, this isn't easy since it
requires one to track dozens of different passwords to minimize the effect of a single compromise.
There are a few shortcuts which might help to mitigate the risk of account compromise through
password reuse, though all carry some additional risk.
The user might memorize a short password of 6-8 characters then apply small adaptations to that
password depending on where it is used. For instance, the user's password might be i4T8u^ which when
used at AmaZon.com an A and Z could be integrated into the password creating Ai4T8u^Z. The
resulting password is complex but easy to remember. The downside is if the attacker learns the pattern
then they might easily guess any other account by the same owner.
The user might memorize a small handful of passwords each to be used with only a certain class of
account. The class distinction could be: Major online e-tailers, financial institutions, news
organizations, lower-grade e-tailers, and maybe reserve one for random small sites. This practice is not
as strong as using fully-diverse passwords for each account, but it is better than sharing one for all.
An alternative to memorizing every unique password is to use Password Management software. This
software typically stores your account information (including passwords) in an encrypted database. You
only have to remember one, really strong, password to gain access to all of your different credentials.
When needed, it is simply a matter of copying the username and password into the login form from
your password management software application. Although this is simple, it also has some risks
associated with it which should be considered before use.
As we shift our lives further online we face many challenges in maintaining the integrity of our
accounts. Managing unique passwords may be cumbersome, but puts one extra hurdle between the bad
guys and you.
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